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To Whom This May Concern:
Since 2011, tens of thousands of high schoolers have used Testing Timers Pacing Watches in the test room
and also to prepare for the test, while being recommended by hundreds of tutors and guidance counselors
nationwide. Since inception, the watches have met the criteria and guidelines put forth by ACT and The
College Board. With the recent proliferation of smartwatches, it is important that this compliance document
confirms that Testing Timers Pacing Watches comply with the guidelines to be allowed in the test room.
Our watches were created to level the playing field and fairly prepare students for the test. Over our history,
ACT and The College Board have publicly confirmed that because Testing Timers’ watches “don’t vibrate,
make noises or have any computing functionality” they are acceptable in test room (ABC News, Joanna
Stern; please see attached).
"Wrist watches, many of which have countdown timers on them, are allowed," Jason Baran, spokesperson
for the Educational Testing Service and the SATs, told ABC News.
"… there are a number of watch timers on the market, and students can wear a watch as long as it meets our
requirements -- that is, it doesn't have cell phone capabilities and doesn't make noise (alarms are prohibited
in the testing room)," Ed Colby, a spokesperson for ACT told, ABC News.
What to Bring on Test Day (via ACT Test Day Guidelines):
Bring

Do Not
Bring

Bring This, Not That
Watch
“Bring a watch to pace yourself, but do not
bring a watch with an alarm. If your alarm
sounds during testing, you’ll be dismissed and
your answers will not be scored. No watch? No
problem. The supervisor in standard time
rooms will announce when you have five
minutes remaining on each test.”
Prohibited Devices
“You may not handle or access a cell phone or
electronic device at any time in the testing
room or during break times. This includes
smart watches, fitness bands, and any other
devices with recording, internet, or
communication capabilities.”

Sincerely,
Testing Timers, Inc.
info@testingtimers.com
https://www.testingtimers.com/

Testing Timers Pacing Watches
•
•
•
•
•

•

Testing Timers DO NOT vibrate
Testing Timers DO NOT make noises
and DO NOT have an alarm
Testing Timers ARE fully-encrypted
with NO internet or bluetooth or cell
phone connection
Testing Timers MEET in-test
guidelines and requirements
Testing Timers ARE NOT smart
watches and ARE pre-programed
with functionality for the specific
test and section
Testing Timers DO NOT have any
recording, internet, or
communication capabilities

Testing Timer Digital Watch Helps Students on SAT
and ACT
A 19-Year-Old Has Created a Watch to Help Students Taking College Entrance Exams
By JOANNA STERN

Sept. 28, 2012 —
Three years ago Jordan Liss was sweating it out, racing against the clock as he took the ACT to get into
college.
"I found myself more stressed and scoring worse in the real test in relation to the practice test. I knew it
wasn't necessarily my nerves, I thought it was related to my time management," he told ABC News.
With the help of a tutor, Liss, who is now 19 and a sophomore at New York University, came up with
some good tricks, including using an analog clock to monitor his time. But it wasn't perfect, and that's why
he came up with what has now become the Testing Timer.
"It started as just an idea. I kept wishing that there was a watch like this out there. I decided I was going to
go through with this and make a change for students like myself."
This week his company, Testing Timers, begins shipping the aTest Timer for ACT tests (the sTest Timer
for the SAT is on the way). It might look like a regular digital watch, but it has settings tailored to the test,
including preset times for the English, Math, Reading, Science and Writing sections.
"It is as simple as picking your section and starting the timer," Liss said. The watch shows the total time for
that section, a countdown with the time remaining, and surrounding all that is a track of sorts. Like the
readout on a treadmill or workout machine, it shows how far along in the test you are with a small blinking
light. Liss said that students can easily see if they are behind or ahead.
The watch was also built with the restrictions of the ACT and the College Board (the company that
distributes the SATs) in mind. The College Board and the ACT told ABC News that there are restrictions
on some watches, but that because the Testing Timers don't vibrate, make noises or have any computing
functionality they should be in the clear.
"Wrist watches, many of which have countdown timers on them, are allowed," Jason Baran, a
spokesperson for the Educational Testing Service and the SATs, told ABC News.
"We can't comment on any particular brands, but there are a number of watch timers on the market, and
students can wear a watch as long as it meets our requirements -- that is, it doesn't have cell phone
capabilities and doesn't make noise (alarms are prohibited in the testing room)," Ed Colby, a spokesperson
for ACT told, ABC News.
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Watch Helps
on SAT
and ACT
Liss said that the new wave of smart watches coming
from
companies
like Pebble and Motorola are going
to be restricted.

http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/testing-timers-digital-watch-helps-sat-act-test/print?id=17343240

The $39.99 aTest started shipping this week and already Liss has sold a number to tutoring companies in
his home town of Chicago. The SAT watches have just started to be manufactured in China and will ship
soon.
But the young entrepreneur is thinking even bigger and hopes to work directly with the testing companies.
"My goal is to work directly with them -- to allow students to rent them out the watches. I think it can help
the overall wellbeing of the test."
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